Automated State Feature Learning for Actor-Critic Reinforcement Learning through NEAT

ABSTRACT
Actor-Critic (AC) algorithms are important approaches to solving sophisticated reinforcement learning problems. However, these algorithms rely typically on good state features that are often designed manually. This requires a lot of efforts from domain experts and if important state features were overlooked then the learning performance could be seriously affected. To address this issue, we propose to adopt an evolutionary approach based on NeuronEvolution of Augmenting Topology (NEAT) to automatically identify useful state features with the help of an evolved neural network that can transform raw environmental inputs directly into state features. Following this idea, we have developed a new algorithm called NEAT+AC which combines Regular-gradient Actor-Critic (RAC) with NEAT. It can simultaneously learn suitable state features as well as good policies that can solve any given reinforcement learning problems. Experiments on benchmark problems confirm that our new algorithms are significantly more effective in comparison to the baseline algorithm, i.e., NEAT.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a typical machine learning paradigm in which an agent learns a policy for sequential action selection while observing states in an unknown environment [8, 11, 13, 20, 25]. The goal of RL is to find an optimal policy that maximizes the expected multi-step cumulative rewards. Many real-world applications can be categorized into the paradigm, such as robotics control, game playing, and system optimization [8, 20, 23, 25]. Thus, it is substantial to develop effective RL algorithms to meet the real-world application demands.

Among all existing RL algorithms, an important family is the so-called Actor-Critic Reinforcement Learning (ACRL) algorithms [6, 7, 20]. These algorithms are designed to directly search the policy (a.k.a., actor) with the aid of value functions (a.k.a, critic) [3, 7, 20]. Conceptually, the actor is a mapping used to recommend an action in any encountered state, whereas the critic is an criticizer to assess the quality of the actor by estimating the cumulative rewards obtainable via the actor. Accordingly, the overall process of ACRL can be divided into two separated learning subprocesses, namely critic learning and actor learning.

Many existing ACRL algorithms assume that the policy or actor can be mathematically described through a linear function of multiple numerical state features. Accordingly, the critic is often modeled through another linear function of compatible state features. In [22], Sutton discovered an important relationship in between the critic and the actor such that the compatible state features can be uniquely derived from the state features for the actor. Driven by this mathematical framework, many effective ACRL algorithms have been proposed recently, including Regular-gradient Actor-Critic (RAC), Natural-gradient Actor-Critic (NAC) and so forth [3, 6, 7, 17, 18].

For all these algorithms, it is taken for granted that suitable state features are immediately accessible during reinforcement learning. However, the validity of this assumption is often under challenge in practice. As a matter of fact, researchers found that, for effective RL, these state features must be carefully designed, usually with the support of domain experts. Obviously, engineering useful state features is a time-consuming and error-prone procedure [2, 12, 15, 23]. Even for experienced domain experts, it is difficult to accurately pre-determine suitable state features [2, 25]. This difficulty may bring about inappropriate state features, where important state feature information may be overlooked, resulting in serious deterioration to learning performance.

To address the issue, researchers have increasingly focused on developing interesting algorithms for state feature extraction. This can be achieved by firstly choosing a parametric function for a feature base, such as Radial Basis Function Network [15], Fourier Basis Function [10] or other types of bases [20]. Next, state feature learning is conducted by optimizing some predefined score functions, such as the bellman-error-based approach [15], or the weighted 2-norm of the value function approximation approach [12]. However, these methods need careful selection of the score functions for different problem domains. Additionally, when neural networks are chosen as the feature base, its topology also requires to be well designed prior to the activation of any learning algorithms. These new issues motivate us to consider exploiting an evolutionary approach towards fully automated state feature learning which can be performed simultaneously with any ACRL algorithm.

Evolutionary Computation (EC) techniques have been proven to be very effective for solving complex and difficult RL problems [19, 23, 24]. Generally, EC techniques enjoy many advantages [14, 23, ...
First of all, they can be directly used for tackling discontinuous problems, for example, whose reward functions do not have to be contiguous. Traditional RL methods may not be suitable in such cases because the continuity is often a critical assumption for their employment [21]. Secondly, evolutionary techniques are scalable to large and continuous action space which pose challenges to traditional reinforcement learning methods. Thirdly, evolutionary methods can be easily applied to sophisticated practical problems without any domain knowledge. For example, the traditional way of using neural networks often requires experienced practitioners to well design the structures and back-propagation training methods in advance. Fourthly, EC methods also exhibit desirable robustness. They do not need to fine tune lots of meta parameters (e.g., learning rate). Lastly, EC algorithms are easy to understand in comparison to many traditional learning algorithms.

In this research, we are specifically interested in one major EC method for NeuroEvolution, i.e. NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topology (NEAT). This is because of several reasons. 1) Neural networks are well recognized as good feature bases for various learning paradigm including RL [2]. 2) NEAT has a strong capability of evolving both structure and weights simultaneously, this is important for us to identify suitable feature extractor for the RL problems. 3) NEAT introduces a unique innovation number to each individual preserve useful structural innovations for future learning. 4) It adopts a strategy to evolve increasingly complicated neural networks starting from the simplest structures. This is also very important for our feature learning, since we expect the structures of our feature extraction neural networks to be as simple as possible but very useful for future tuning. 5) NEAT is widely demonstrated as a very effective algorithm for RL [19, 23, 24]. This is why we aim to explore the strength of NEAT and build up a more effective RL algorithm.

In the literature, many existing research use NEAT as a basis to propose a number of variations, such as HyperNEAT [5], FS-NEAT [24], NEAT+Q [23] and so forth [23, 25]. The neural network that evolved by all these works will be directly used as action selectors, on the other hand, we want to use evolved neural networks only as feature basis. To the best of our awareness, no existing works have ever considered using NEAT to explicitly learn state features and integrating NEAT seamlessly with an ACRL algorithm.

1.1 Goals
Motivated by this understanding, the overall goal of this research is to develop a new algorithm (NEAT+AC) based on NEAT and AC. Through the seamless integration of NEAT and AC, we can learn good features, in the mean time use the learned features to identify desirable policies. With the help of this algorithm, we intend to achieve five specific objectives:

1. To develop a new ACRL algorithm for effective and efficient reinforcement learning on the basis of NEAT for useful feature learning.
2. To evaluate the learning performance of new algorithm in comparison with NEAT.
3. To demonstrate the relationships in-between useful state features for RL.

1.2 Organization
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the preliminary concepts for RL, several key techniques including ACRL framework and NEAT for developing the new algorithm. Section 3 proposes the NEAT+AC algorithm. Section 4 provides detailed experimental setups. Section 5 presents and analyzes the experimental results. The paper draws conclusions in Section 6.

2 PRELIMINARIES
This section begins with the background of RL as well as foundational techniques for building our NEAT+AC algorithm.

2.1 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning (RL) describes an interactive process in-between an agent and an unknown environment [20]. In the process, the agent takes an action \( a_t \) at a state \( s_t \) and subsequently transfers to another state \( s_{t+1} \), meanwhile it receives a numerical reward \( r_t \) as an environmental feedback. Such a process is often formed as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) containing a state space \( S \), a discrete action space \( A \), a transition probability function \( P \), a reward function \( R \) and a discount factor \( \gamma \).

RL aims to find an optimal policy that maximizes the expected cumulative rewards. In this work, we consider the stochastic policy \( \pi : S \times A \rightarrow [0, 1] \) in an infinite horizon. The expected cumulative reward achieved by an agent upon following any policy \( \pi \) can be defined as

\[
J(\pi) = \mathbb{E}_\pi [\sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r_{t+1} | s_0 = s_0],
\]

where \( V^\pi \) denotes a state-value function for the expected cumulative rewards starting from any state \( s_0 \). Accordingly we can also defined the action-value function \( Q^\pi \), i.e.,

\[
Q^\pi (s, a) = \mathbb{E}_\pi [\sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r_{t+1} | s_t = s, a_t = a].
\]

The relationship between (1) and (2) is formulated as below:

\[
V^\pi (s) = \int_a \pi(s, a)Q^\pi (s, a)da.
\]

Consequently, the optimal policy that an RL algorithm seeks for is formulated as,

\[
\pi^* = \text{argmax}_\pi V^\pi (s_0).
\]

2.2 Actor-Critic Reinforcement Learning
At the beginning of the section, we briefly introduce the general ACRL formulations, and explains the working principles of ACRL. Afterwards, we specifically discuss one representative ACRL algorithm, i.e., RAC, which serves as the baseFal for developing our new algorithm.

2.2.1 General ACRL Formulations. ACRL algorithms commonly treat actor and critic as two separate parametric functions that can be learned simultaneously [7, 9, 22]. Hence, the goal of RL to search an optimal policy is actually to seek optimal policy parameters. For simplicity of learning, both actor and critic parametric functions are normally represented as linear functions [1].
Accordingly, the stochastic policy is formulated as \[ \pi(a|s) = \frac{e^{\phi(a|s)}}{Z(s)} \]
where \( \phi \) denotes the policy parameters, and the policy \( \pi \) is only linearly dependent on \( \phi \).

Similarly, we have the linear value function defined as \[ V^\pi(s) = \sum_{a \in A} \pi(a|s) Q^\pi(s, a) \]
where \( \omega \) is the feature parameters that are linearly associated with the state features \( \phi(s) = [\phi_1(s), \ldots, \phi_m(s)] \in \mathbb{R}^m \).

In (5) and (6), \( \phi(s) \) represents the state features (a.k.a, basis functions) defined as \[ \phi(s) = [\phi_1(s), \ldots, \phi_m(s)] \]
where \( \phi_i \in \mathbb{R} \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, m \), and \( m \) is the feature dimension.

Based on (5) and (4), the goal of RL is actually to search optimal policy parameters, i.e.,
\[ \bar{\theta} = \text{argmax}_{\theta} V^\pi(\theta, \phi) \]

In order to obtain a solution for (8), a majority of ACRL algorithms adopt Gradient Ascent technique [6], where they attempt to update policy parameters through
\[ \Delta \bar{\theta} = \nabla_\theta J(\bar{\theta}) \]
in which
\[ \nabla_\theta J(\bar{\theta}) = \sum_{s \in S} d^\pi(s) \int_a \nabla_\theta \pi(a|s) Q^\pi(s, a) da \]
where \( d^\pi(s) = \lim_{t \to \infty} P_r(s_t+1 = s|s_0, \pi) \) is the stationary probability distribution of the states under \( \pi \) [22].

However, the policy gradient \( \nabla_\theta J(\bar{\theta}) \) in (9) is not analytically obtainable in practice. Hence, many algorithms have been proposed to build unbiased estimations of \( \nabla_\theta J(\bar{\theta}) \) [3, 6, 17]. One of the most effective and representative algorithms is RAC [3]. Owing to its simplicity and ease of adaptation, we believe that it provides a suitable basis for building our new algorithm.

### 2.2.2 Regular-gradient Actor-Critic
In RAC, the critic learning process follows the reducing direction of the renowned Temporal Difference error (TD error). The error is commonly defined as
\[ \delta_t^\pi = r_{t+1} + \gamma V^\pi(\tilde{g}_{t+1}) - V^\pi(\tilde{g}_t) \]

In fact, the critic learning is actually a process to closely approximate the true value function \( V^\pi(\tilde{g}) \) in (11) by adjusting the value function parameters in the direction of the reducing the TD error, i.e.,
\[ \delta_t^\pi \leftarrow \delta_t^\pi + \alpha_t \delta_t^\pi \Phi(\tilde{g}_t), \]
where \( \alpha_t \) is the critic learning rate at time \( t \).

Actor learning updates along with the ascending direction of the policy gradient defined in (10). In (10), \( Q^\pi(\tilde{g}) \) is approximated as,
\[ Q^\pi(\tilde{g}) \approx Q^\phi(\tilde{g}) = V^\pi(\tilde{g}) \cdot \Phi(\tilde{g}, a) \]

1 Note, the output of \( \phi \) should be multi-dimensional, i.e., \( \phi \). For simplicity, we will just use \( \phi \) to represent the state feature functions.

\[ \Phi(\tilde{g}, a) = \nabla_\theta \ln \pi(\tilde{g}, a) \]
is the compatible feature developed by Sutton in [22] that bridges the critic and the actor. It can be used to form an unbiased estimation of \( \nabla_\theta J(\bar{\theta}) \) in (10). By employing the policy gradient’s unbiased estimation \( \delta_t^\phi(\tilde{g}, a) \), the actor learning rule can be determined as,
\[ \bar{\theta}_{t+1} = \bar{\theta}_t + \beta_t \delta_t^\phi(\tilde{g}, a), \]
where \( \beta_t \) is the actor learning rate.

By iteratively implementing the application of application of (12) and (14), RAC is widely shown to successfully solve many benchmark RL problems [3, 16].

### 3 A NEAT BASED ACTOR-CRITIC REINFORCEMENT LEARNING ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose a new hybrid algorithm of NEAT and RAC. The algorithm aims to automatically learn state features as well as critic by NEAT and search for suitable policy parameters by RAC simultaneously. We expect to discover good features that can maintain/improve the learning effectiveness.

#### 3.1 Overall Design

In this subsection, we will introduce the four phases of the new NEAT+AC algorithm, including initialization, evolution, evaluation, and termination. Figure 1 shows an overall design of our new NEAT+AC algorithm.

**3.1.1 Initialization.** Similar to the standard NEAT, NEAT+AC also starts with a population with a fixed number of randomly generated individuals. Each individual is designed differently from that of the standard NEAT. It is composed of three main parts, a neural network, an actor and a critic:

- The neural network in the individual is used to represent the state features defined as \( \phi \) in (7). The input of the neural network is the raw state inputs \( s \) observed from the environment. Its outputs are the high-level state features \( \phi(\tilde{g}) \) with a predefined dimension. The actor here is the parametric function determined by (5) which can be simply represented as a policy parameter \( \bar{\theta} \). Similarly, the individual also includes a critic parametric representation (i.e., value function parameters \( \delta^\phi \)) as defined in (6).

- The ultimate goal of NEAT+AC is to find an optimal solution that contains good features \( \delta^\phi \) as well as good policy parameters \( \phi^\phi \).

**3.1.2 Evolution.** Aiming at searching good features, the evolution phase of NEAT+AC is to evolve solely the state features \( \phi(\tilde{g}) \) of every individual designed above. In other words, the actor and the critic components in the individual will not get involved in the evolution process, they will be taken care of by the evaluation phase.

We use the standard evolutionary operators defined in the work [19], including both crossover and mutation. We refer readers to [19, 23] for the detailed explanations of the two operators.

**3.1.3 Evaluation.** The core of NEAT+AC is the evolution phase. In the phase, we aim to accomplish to primary tasks. One is to compute the fitness value for each individual guiding the evolution...
process search towards the direction of good features, the other is to search optimal policy parameters which is the key for solving the RL problems.

On one hand, the fitness of each individual is straightforwardly defined as an average of the cumulative rewards obtained through simulation over all trained episodes of one generation. This can be defined as,

\[
N.fitness \leftarrow \frac{\bar{R}}{e_g}. \tag{15}
\]

The reason of using the average value is to maintain a fair evaluation of fitness across all individuals over all generations. As during the evolution process, there might be some individuals survive to next generation. Such individuals will be retrained \( e_g \) episodes, in total they are trained for \( n \times e_g \) episodes where \( n \) is the number of generations that passed. However, for those who are newly reproduced from the current generation, they maximally can be trained \( e_g \) at the end of current generation. Hence, it is better to use the average value of all cumulative rewards.

On the other hand, the evaluation can also be viewed as a policy direct search process where the policy parameters are incrementally learned and updated towards a local optima. This is done by following the RAC learning process as stated in Section 2.2.2. Note, to better observe the behavior of NEAT+AC, the actor and the critic are always initiated to all zeros at the start of every generation. In doing so, for one particular generation, the evolved features are fixed. At this point, we are able to observe how well AC learning with evolved features can perform.

3.1.4 Termination. Since NEAT+AC consists of two components (NEAT and RAC), each of them has to be set a terminative condition. For NEAT feature learning process, the termination occurs either when the predefined maximum number of generations is reached, or when the fitness value does not improve over 50 generations. The RAC learning process terminates at the condition when the maximum number of interactive episodes is reached. Each episode also has its own termination condition as defined in Section 4.1 for the two benchmark problems respectively.

3.2 Algorithmic Description

In NEAT+AC, NEAT is incorporated with RAC algorithm in several steps. Firstly, we design a different individual from traditional one by coordinating with an actor and a critic. Secondly, we adopt the AC learning process to evaluate fitness of each individual meanwhile seek for optimal policy in each generation. In the following, we present an algorithmic description of NEAT+AC in Algorithm 1.

4 EXPERIMENT DESIGN

To evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm, the learning performance of NEAT+AC is tested on two benchmark problems and compared against NEAT and NEAT+Q. The section starts with descriptions of the two problems, and then discusses the experimental setups.

4.1 Benchmark Problems

Two continuous benchmark problems, i.e., the Mountain Car problem and the Cart Pole problem, have been chosen in this research. Since they are widely exploited to study any new RL algorithms. Secondly, they have already been demonstrated as beneficial exemplars of using neural network to extracting features from raw state inputs [20, 23].

4.1.1 Mountain Car Problem [20]. The Mountain Car problem, as seen in Figure 2, models a two-dimensional environment where the two dimensions of the state represent the position of the car (i.e., \( x \in [-0.5, 0.5] \)) and the velocity of the car (i.e., \( \dot{x} \in [-0.08, 0.08] \)). The goal of the problem is to thrust a car from the bottom of the valley to a steep mountain at the right side. As the power of the car’s engine is weaker than the gravity, the car needs the descending acceleration generated by sliding from the opposite slope at the left side. The top of the mountain is set as a goal region (i.e., \( x \geq 0.5 \)), and the car aims to use the minimum steps to reach the region. In the problem, the car moves a step meanwhile receives a penalty “-1”, a reward “+10” is given until the car reaches the goal region. The car updates its location and speed following the equation below,

\[
\dot{x} = \dot{v} = \dot{a} F - 0.0025 \cos(3x),
\]

where \( \dot{a} = 0.001 \) denotes the sliding acceleration obtained by the car. \( F \) represents a force (i.e., action) performed by the system. Discrete action setting is used for NEAT and NEAT+Q, which is determined as \{−1.0, 0.0, 1.0\}. In contrast, NEAT+AC generates...
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Algorithm 1 NEAT + AC

Require: an MDP $(S, A, P, R, γ)$
1: $p$: population size
2: $m_n$: node mutation rate
3: $m_l$: link mutation rate
4: $g$: number of generations
5: $e_p$: episode per generation
6: $T$: maximum training steps per episode
7: $d$: feature dimensionality (the number of NN outputs)
8: $α$: value function learning rate
9: $β$: policy learning rate
10: $σ$: variance for the stochastic Policy

Ensure: $N^*$ the population of individuals
11: $N^*$ is the optimal Neural Network $(\phi(\tilde{g}))$
12: $\tilde{g}^*$ is the best value function parameter
13: $\tilde{θ}^*$ is the best policy parameter
14: $\tilde{R} ← 0$

Initialization:
15: $P ← \text{INIT-POPULATION}(S, p)$

Learning Process:
16: for $i = 1, 2, ..., g$ do
17:  $\tilde{Ω} ← \text{INIT-PARAMETER}(\tilde{ω}_0, p)$ and $\tilde{Ω} ∈ \mathbb{R}^{p,d}$
18:  $\tilde{Θ} ← \text{INIT-PARAMETER}(\tilde{θ}_0, p)$ and $\tilde{Θ} ∈ \mathbb{R}^{p,d}$
19:  for $k = 1, 2, ..., p$ do
20:       $N ← P[k]$
21:       $\tilde{Ω} ← \tilde{Ω}[k]$  
22:       $\tilde{Θ} ← \tilde{Θ}[k]$  
23:       $\tilde{R} ← 0$
24:       for $j = 1, 2, ..., e_p$ do
25:           $\tilde{s}_t ← \tilde{s}_0$
26:           for $t = 0, 1, ..., T - 1$ do
27:               $\tilde{a}_t ~ \pi_\tilde{θ}(\tilde{s}_t)$ represented by a Gaussian distribution $N(\tilde{θ} \cdot \tilde{ϕ}(\tilde{s}_t), σ)$
28:               Take action $\tilde{a}_t$, observe reward $r_{t+1}$ and new state $\tilde{s}_{t+1}$
29:               $\delta_t ← r_{t+1} + γ \tilde{ϕ}_t^T \cdot \tilde{ϕ}(\tilde{s}_{t+1}) - \tilde{ϕ}_t^T \cdot \tilde{ϕ}(\tilde{s}_t)$
30:               $\tilde{ω}_{t+1} ← \tilde{ω}_t + \alpha \delta_t \cdot \tilde{ϕ}(\tilde{s}_t)$
31:               $\tilde{θ}_{t+1} ← \tilde{θ}_t + β \delta_t \cdot \tilde{ϕ}(\tilde{s}_t) / \sigma^2$
32:               if TERMINAL-STATE($\tilde{s}_{t+1}$) then
33:                   break
34:               end if
35:               $\tilde{R} ← \tilde{R} + r_{t+1}$
36:           end for
37:       end for
38:       $N.fitness ← \frac{\tilde{R}}{e_p}$
39:   end for
40: $P ← \text{NEAT-UPDATE}(P, p, m_n, m_l)$  

end for

Algorithm 2 NEAT Updating [19, 23]

Require: $P, p, m_n, m_l$
Ensure: $P$
1: function NEAT-UPDATE($P, p, m_n, m_l$)
2: $P'[k] ← \text{new array of size } p$
3: for $k = 1, 2, ..., p$ do
4:     $P'[k] ← \text{BREED-NET}(P[k])$
5:     if probability $< m_n$ then
6:         ADD-NOTE-MUTATION($P'[k]$)
    end if
7: end if
8: if probability $< m_l$ then
9:     ADD-LINK-MUTATION($P'[k]$)
10: end if
11: end for
12: return $P$
13: end function

Figure 2: The Mountain Car problem, drawn based on description in [20].

4.1.2 Cart Pole Problem [20]. The Cart Pole problem (a.k.a., the inverted pendulum problem) stands for a classic control problem. In the problem, a learning agent learns to generate an action $F$ in the form of a horizontal force that drives a cart to move along a fixed length track, i.e., $[-10, 10]$. Meanwhile, it aims to balance the hinged rigid pole on the cart at the up-right position. The state contains four dimensions, including $x_t$ (the relative position of the center of the cart to the center of the track), $\dot{x}_t$ (the velocity of the cart), $\xi_t$ (the relative angle of the pole to the up-right position), and $\ddot{\xi}_t$ (the angular velocity of the pole). Accompanied with the cart’s current movement, the environment provides an instant reward determined by

$$ r_{t+1} = \begin{cases} 
0.0 & \text{if } |\xi_t| > 0.628 \text{ or } |x_t| > 10.0 \\
0.2\pi - \xi_t & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} $$. (16)
In addition, the dynamics of cart and pole can be defined as [4],
\[
\ddot{x} = \frac{g \sin(\xi) - \cos(\xi) (F + M L \dot{\xi}^2 \sin(\xi))}{\frac{1}{2} L - \frac{m \cos(\xi)}{m + M}}
\]
\[
\ddot{\xi} = \frac{F - M L \dot{\xi}^2 \sin(\xi) - M L \dot{\xi} \cos(\xi)}{m + M}
\]
where \(\ddot{x}\) and \(\ddot{\xi}\) are the cart moving and the angle changing acceleration respectively. \(M = 0.1kg\) represents the pole mass and \(m = 1kg\) is the cart mass. Also, \(L = 0.5m\) is used to denote the pole length. The system adopts the standard gravity \(g = 9.8m/s^2\). Similar to the Mountain Car problem, the \(F\) is the action output from the learning algorithms. It is either discretized as \([-9.0, -1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 9.0]\) for NEAT and NEAT+Q, or constrained as continuous values in \([-9.0, 9.0]\) for NEAT+AC.

Moreover, a learning episode for the Cart Pole problem terminates whenever a maximum number of learning steps have been conducted in the episode, or the terminating condition (i.e., \(|\xi| > 0.628\) or \(|x| > 10.0\)) is satisfied.

![Cart Pole Problem Diagram](image)

**Figure 3:** The Cart Pole problem, drawn based on description in [20].

### 4.2 Experiment Setup

This subsection discusses the experiment setup for this research. Firstly, the common settings for experiments with all learning algorithms are depicted including particularly the implementation of stochastic policies and the settings for the evolutionary process of NEAT. At end of the subsection, all meta parameters used for the work are presented.

#### 4.2.1 Common Settings

To identify any significant performance difference, for each benchmark problem, we conduct 30 independent runs with respect to each learning algorithm. In these runs, the population size and the number of generations are set to 100 for testing all algorithms. Also, for any individual in one single generation, it will perform 200 learning episodes, each of which contains 200 steps while testing on the Mountain Car problem. Similarly, each individual of one generation will learn 100 steps over 5000 learning episodes. At the end of every generation, 50 independent tests are conducted to verify the learning effectiveness based on the evolved NN with the highest fitness. In line with these settings, more detailed settings for each learning algorithm are given below.

#### 4.2.2 Stochastic Policy Implementation

We choose a Gaussian distribution to explicitly represent the stochastic policy used for NEAT+AC, as the distribution has already been well-studied for coping with continuous problems [17]. Based on this policy, the action \(a\) to be taken at any state \(s\) is defined by the following probability density,
\[
\pi(a|s) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(a-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}},
\]
where \(\mu = \bar{\theta}^T \phi(s)\), \(\sigma\) is a meta parameter used to control the level to explore new actions, which is fixed to 1.0 for all experiments. Note that, \(\pi\) at the RHS of (17) is the circumference ratio.

#### 4.2.3 Meta Parameter Settings

In this subsection, we summarize important meta parameter settings here. As the baseline algorithms to be compared, the meta parameters for NEAT and NEAT+Q have been set same as those used in [23]. Moreover, the evolution process for NEAT+AC has also adopted the exactly same meta parameter settings. Due to the space limitation, we will not present in this venue but refer readers to the work [23] for more details. In the Table 1, we only present those meta parameters used for the ACRL component in NEAT+AC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Meta Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEAT+AC</td>
<td>Mountain Car</td>
<td>0.1 0.01 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cart Pole</td>
<td>0.1 0.01 0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** The meta-parameter settings for experiments of NEAT+AC on the Mountain Car problem and the Cart Pole problem.

### 5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental results are presented and analyzed in this section. The discussion will be separated based on results obtained from the two benchmark problems. For the discussion, we will primarily focus on comparing the learning performance of the two algorithms. Based on the analysis of performance differences, we will further discuss the behavior of NEAT+AC in comparison with NEAT.

#### 5.1 Experimental Results on Mountain Car

To evaluate the learning performance of NEAT+AC and NEAT, we present the average steps to reach the goal region over 100 generations in Figure 4. These results are obtained from 50 independent tests on the best individual selected at each generation. As seen in the figure, both algorithms converge eventually. NEAT+AC converges at the 10-th generation which is slower than NEAT does at the 2nd generation. In addition to this, to identify the performance difference, we perform a statistical test which gives p-value 0.039. But the performances of two algorithms are not observably different, and only 0.4 average step difference is obtained at the 100-th generation test shown in Figure 5.

Based on these results, we can definitely determine that both algorithms are effective on solving the Mountain Car problem. Also, we believe that the performances are very close. In fact, the Mountain Car problem is not a hard problem with a small value range of state, and it only has two dimensions. This is why both algorithms can effortlessly find a good solution.
Another fact is that NEAT+AC converges slower than NEAT. The reason is because of the difference between discrete actions and continuous actions. Theoretically, it is easier to solve the Mountain Car problem when using a stronger force (i.e., action). For this research, NEAT works as a discrete action selector which has only three choices $-2.0, 0.0, 2.0$, so it will enjoy a high chance (33%) to choose the two stronger actions. However, for NEAT+AC, as we use continuous actions in the range $[-2.0, 2.0]$, it clearly has much less possibilities to reach those action boundaries. It is reasonable that more time (more generations) are needed to learn how to act in such an environment.

Another fact is that NEAT+AC converges slower than NEAT. The reason is because of the difference between discrete actions and continuous actions. Theoretically, it is easier to solve the Mountain Car problem when using a stronger force (i.e., action). For this research, NEAT works as a discrete action selector which has only three choices $-2.0, 0.0, 2.0$, so it will enjoy a high chance (33%) to choose the two stronger actions. However, for NEAT+AC, as we use continuous actions in the range $[-2.0, 2.0]$, it clearly has much less possibilities to reach those action boundaries. It is reasonable that more time (more generations) are needed to learn how to act in such an environment.

5.2 Experimental Results on Cart Pole

In comparison to those obtained from the Mountain Car problem, very different results are collected on the Cart Pole problem.

Figure 6 presents averaging balancing steps of 50 tests on NEAT and NEAT+AC over 100 generations. As seen in the figure, both algorithms are showing a converging trend, where NEAT+AC clearly is the leading competitor. NEAT+AC has already reached 100 steps at the 4th generation, whereas NEAT is even far away to reach 80 steps at the last generation. We can see from Figure 7 that, at the 100-th generation, NEAT+AC yields 130.4 steps on average, yet NEAT has only 72.37 steps. The statistical test of p-value $1.8366 \times 10^{-11}$ suggests that NEAT+AC performs significantly better than NEAT on the Cart Pole problem.

Such a performance superiority is also because of that the continuous actions on this hard problem is more suitable than the discrete actions. In fact, the process of solving the Cart Pole problem can be viewed as a careful fine tune process. The problem is very sensitive to the chosen actions. Although the 5 actions we used in this research is widely recognized as a suitable discrete action group to solve the problem, it is still difficult for NEAT learn a good actions combination. In contrast, NEAT+AC naturally uses continuous actions, it owns a wide range of actions to conduct a fine-tune process. Furthermore, NEAT+AC is more guided in comparison to NEAT itself when being applied to RL problems.
5.3 Summary
With results of the above experiments, we have achieved our objectives presented in Section 1. With regard to the first objective, the newly proposed algorithm NEAT+AC has shown to be effective on solving both benchmark RL problems, and the gradual improvements on performance show usefulness of learned features. Regarding the second objective, we found that the learning performance of NEAT and NEAT+Q are problem specific. However, neither of the algorithm can achieve the theoretical optimal performance [4]. More experiments on more testbeds are necessary to further evaluate the algorithms. For the last objective, we can clearly observe from experiment results that a relationship exists in-between the learned features and learning performance. As we re-initialize the AC component at every generation, during evaluation process in each generation, only the changes in newly learned features will affect current AC learning performance.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, guided by the aim of exploiting NEAT for learning state features, we have successfully developed a new algorithm termed NEAT+AC that seamlessly integrated a modern Actor-Critic based reinforcement learning algorithm with the neuroevolution process for tackling challenging reinforcement learning problems. Our algorithm achieved the research goal of evolving useful neural networks as feature extractors which accept raw state information as their input and subsequently produce a vector of numerical state features as the basis of ACRL. Experiments showed that NEAT+AC performed significantly better than NEAT on the Cart Pole problem. On the Mountain Car problem, NEAT+AC also performed highly competitively as NEAT which enjoys the advantage of only considering three optimal actions in each state. On the other hand, NEAT+AC must learn to select the suitable actions from a continuous range, which makes the Mountain Car problem much harder. Based on the experiment results, it is clear that NEAT+AC is an effective algorithm for reinforcement learning. Meanwhile, NEAT+AC is purposefully designed to ensure that every newly evolved neural network will always be trained for the same number of episodes, starting from identical initial settings. In view of this fact, the steady improvement of learning performance during the evolutionary process, as witnessed in our experiments, serves as a solid evidence that NEAT+AC is capable of learning useful state features embodied in the form of neural networks.

There is a big room for future research. Specifically, the effectiveness of NEAT+AC is only verified on two benchmark problems in this paper. We plan to conduct more comprehensive experiments involving a wide range of benchmarks to truly understand the real efficacy of NEAT+AC. We will also study the possibility of exploiting other cutting-edge ACRL algorithms based on the same design principle of NEAT+AC. Moreover, the learning process can be made much more efficient with the help of important sampling techniques. This could further improve the practical usefulness of NEAT+AC.
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